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Step 1: Get the idea 
Step 2: Buy the domain 

Step 3: Work on the fun parts



A few months later…



Monday, June 24, 2019 

Yesterday I was plotting some ideas for my next project. One is for a web 
app that helps you prioritize product ideas and write up specs. I purchased 
some domains yesterday and think I’ll go with getspeckled.com.



Elizabeth Gilbert, Big Magic

“You will start to notice all sorts of signs pointing you towards the idea. 
Everything you see and touch and do will remind you of the idea. The idea 
will wake you up in the middle of the night and distract you from your 
everyday routine. The idea will not leave you alone until it has your fullest 
attention.


And then, in a quiet moment, it will ask, “Do you want to work with me?””





What is the difference between a project 
that actually launches and one that crash 

lands in your side project graveyard?



Momentum



Escape velocity



Building Your Base



Confidence & Skills



Corporate Gig

Info products 
biz

Working for someone 
else’s SaaS

My own SaaS



Community, support & mentorship

Find a community


Join a mastermind


Get a mentor


Realize not everyone is going to understand what you’re trying to do



Building Your Momentum



Your Idea

Are people talking about this problem when you’re not around?


Are people already buying similar things?


Do you want to hang out with the kind of people who have this 
problem?


Are you the right person to work on this idea?



Marketing as you go

Commonly dished out advice. Also commonly ignored.


Marketing can make you squirm


If you’re stuck, try the reverse press release technique



Email list!

Press release Landing page 
with email capture



Building the darn thing

It’s going to take longer than you think it will


Keep it simple


Cut features rather than add them







Where momentum goes to die
It’s easy to get stuck in the last 10%


If you hear yourself saying these things, it’s time to start thinking about 
launching

•I need to build this one last thing…

•I’m waiting for x….

•I still need to learn y…

•But Z isn’t perfect yet…





Launch



Maintain Your Momentum



Maintain Momentum

Get comfortable receiving feedback, talking to customers


Iterate!


Use your own product


Keep executing on your vision



Step 0: Build your base 
Step 1: Get the idea 

Step 2: Buy the domain 
Step 3: Work on the fun & not fun parts 

Step 4: Build your momentum 
Step 5: ???




